AFRICAN AMERICANS--LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC.
Author Johnson, Franklin, 1875-
Title The development of state legislation concerning the free Negro / by Franklin Johnson.
KF4757 .Z95 J63 2008

AMERICAN PROPERTY--CUBA.
Title Report on the resolution of outstanding property claims between Cuba & the United States / Creighton University School of Law & Department of Political Science.
KGN327 .R47 2007

ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS, COMMERCIAL--UNITED STATES.
Title Consumer arbitration agreements : enforceability and other topics / F. Paul Bland, Jr. ... [et al.].
Edition 5th ed.
KF9085 .Z9 B53 2007

ATMOSPHERE--HISTORY.
Author Walker, Gabrielle.
Title An ocean of air : why the wind blows and other mysteries of the atmosphere / Gabrielle Walker.
QC855 .W35 2007
BANKRUPTCY--UNITED STATES.
Title The effects of the changes in Chapter 7 debtors' lien-avoidance rights under the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 / Stephen J. Carroll ... [et al.].
KF152 .E34 2007

BATTLE COMMAND TRAINING PROGRAM (U.S.)
Author Offenhauer, Priscilla.
UB210 .O32 2007

CHARITIES--UNITED STATES--PERIODICALS.
Title The chronicle of philanthropy.
PERIODICALS

CITIZENSHIP--STUDY AND TEACHING--UNITED STATES.
Author U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.
Title Civics and citizenship toolkit : a collection of educational resources for immigrants / U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.
Edition Rev. ed.
VERTICAL FILE

COLLECTION MANAGEMENT (LIBRARIES)
Author Agee, Jim, 1952-
Title Acquisitions go global : an introduction to library collection management in the 21st century / Jim Agee.
Z687 .A39 2007
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Publication Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATION LAW--UNITED STATES--STATES.</td>
<td>Model business corporation act annotated : model business corporation act with official comment and reporter's annotations / adopted by the Committee on Corporate Laws of the Section of Business Law.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chicago, IL : ABA Section of Business law, c2008. KF1404.52 .A65 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DNA FINGERPRINTING--UNITED STATES.
Title ABA standards for criminal justice : DNA evidence.
KF9666.5 .A33 2007

DIVORCE--SOUTH CAROLINA.
Author Stuckey, Roy T.
Title Marriage and divorce law in South Carolina : a layperson's guide / by Roy T. Stuckey.
KFS1894 .Z9 S89 2007

DOMESTIC RELATIONS--UNITED STATES.
Author Gregory, John DeWitt.
Title Understanding family law / by John DeWitt Gregory, Peter N. Swisher, Sheryl L. Wolf.
Edition 2nd ed.
KF505 .G734 2001

EXTINCTION (BIOLOGY)
Author Ward, Peter Douglas, 1949-
Title Under a green sky : global warming, the mass extinctions of the past, and what they can tell us about our future / Peter D. Ward.
QE721.2 .E97 W384 2007

FAMILY VIOLENCE--UNITED STATES--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
Author Jordan, Lisae C.
Title The domestic violence civil law manual : protection orders and family law cases / American Bar Association, Commission on Domestic Violence ; primary authors, Lisae C. Jordan, Bette Garlow ; editor of the third edition: Rebecca Henry.
KF505 .J67 2007
GLOBAL WARMING.
Title An inconvenient truth [videorecording] / Paramount Classics and Participant Productions present a Lawrence Bender/Laurie David production.
QC981.8 .G56 I53 2006e

GLOBAL WARMING.
Author Romm, Joseph J.
Title Hell and high water : global warming - the solution and the politics - and what we should do / Joseph J. Romm.
Edition 1st ed.

IMMIGRANTS--UNITED STATES--LIFE SKILLS GUIDES.
Title Welcome to the United States : a guide for new immigrants.
Edition Rev. 07/07.
VERTICAL FILE

INCOME DISTRIBUTION.
Author Ackerman, Bruce A.
Title The stakeholder society / Bruce Ackerman, Anne Alstott.
HB523 .A27 1999

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA--LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC.
Author Cohen, Felix S., 1907-1953.
Title On the drafting of tribal constitutions / by Felix S. Cohen ; edited by David E. Wilkins ; foreword by Lindsay G. Robertson.
KF8221 .C64 2007
INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS--LAW AND LEGISLATION--NEW ZEALAND.

Author       Bayer, Judit.
Title        Liability of internet service providers for third party content / Judit Bayer.
HE7581 .B38 2007

LAW--METHODOLOGY.

Author       Kaplow, Louis.
Title        Decision analysis, game theory, and information / Louis Kaplow, Steven Shavell.

LAW--NEW YORK (STATE)--BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Author       Whittemore, Gail F.

LAW--PENNSYLVANIA--BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Author       Fishman, Joel.
Title        Pennsylvania state documents : a bibliography of legal and law-related material / compiled by Joel Fishman.

LAW--STUDY AND TEACHING--GREAT BRITAIN.

Author       Baker, John Hamilton.
Title        Legal education in London 1250-1850 : Selden Society lecture delivered at University College London, July 4th, 2005 / by Sir John Baker, Downing professor of the Laws of England ...
OAKES, JAMES L. (JAMES LOWELL), 1924-
Author Julien and Virginia Cornell Library.
Title A tribute to James L. Oakes and guide to the Oakes papers held in the archives of Vermont Law School / edited by Carl A. Yirka.
KF373 .O24 J84 2007

PATENT LAWS AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Author Adelman, Martin J., 1937-
KF3114 .A34 2008

PRIVACY, RIGHT OF--UNITED STATES.
Author Freeman, D. Reed.
Title Privacy law in marketing / by D. Reed Freeman, Jr. and J. Trevor Hughes.
Publication Info. Chicago, IL CCH, Wolters Kluwer Law & Business, c2007-
KF1262 .F74 2007

SAVING AND INVESTMENT--UNITED STATES--POPULAR WORKS.
Title Get the facts on saving and investing : a roadmap to start you on a journey to financial security through saving and investing.

SCIENCE AND LAW.
Title Science for lawyers / Eric York Drotin, editor.
Edition 1st ed.
K487 .S3 S255 2008

SOCIOLOGICAL JURISPRUDENCE.
Author Deflem, Mathieu.
Title Sociology of law : visions of a scholarly tradition / Mathieu Deflem.
K370 .D44 2008
SOUTHERN STATES.
Author    Straker, D. Augustus (David Augustus), d. 1908.
Title     The new South investigated.
          F215 .S89 1973b

TERRORISM--UNITED STATES--PREVENTION.
Title     Enemy combatants, terrorism, and armed conflict law : a guide to the issues / edited by David K. Linnan.
              KF9430 .E54 2008

TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS--SOUTH CAROLINA.
Author    Cole, Ronnie M.
Title     South Carolina traffic lawyers' tool kit / by Ronnie M. Cole, James B. Huff, [and] Candice K. Lapham. Edited by Hayley C. Jones.
              KFS2097.8 .C6 2006

TRIAL PRACTICE--UNITED STATES.
Author    Tanford, J. Alexander.
Title     The trial process : law, tactics & ethics / J. Alexander Tanford.
              KF8915 .T36 2002

TRIALS--UNITED STATES.
Title     Trial stories / edited by Michael E. Tigar, Angela J. Davis.
              K226 .T75 2008

UNITED STATES. INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978.
Author    Jones, B. J. (Billy Joe), 1959-
Edition   2nd ed.
              KF8210 .C45 J65 2007
UNITED STATES. ARMY.--NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER CORPS--HISTORY.
Title Long hard road : NCO experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Publication Info. Fort Bliss, Tex. : U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy, [2007]
DS371.413 .L66 2007

UNITED STATES BOTANIC GARDEN--HISTORY.
Author Fallen, Anne-Catherine.
Title A botanic garden for the nation : the United States Botanic Garden / by Anne-Catherine Fallen ; contributors, William C. Allen, Karen D. Solit [and] the staff and gardeners of the United States Botanic Garden ; project coordinator, Holly Shimizu.
QK73 .U62 U553 2007

UNITED STATES. FEDERAL AGENCY TASK FORCE FOR MISSING AND EXPLOITED CHILDREN--DIRECTORIES.
Title Federal resources on missing and exploited children : a directory for law enforcement and other public and private agencies / Federal Agency Task Force for Missing and Exploited Children.
Edition 5th ed.
HV742 .M3 F43 2007

WORKING CLASS--UNITED STATES--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS--STATISTICS--PERIODICALS.
Title The state of working America.
Publication Info. Washington, DC : Economic Policy Institute, c1988-
HD8051 .S73

WRIGHT, BRUCE, 1918-
Author Wright, Bruce, 1918-
Title Black robes, white justice / by Bruce Wright.
KF373 .W67 A33 1987